Voice Dream Writer - $12.99
(text to speech for documents as you type with clear, more natural voice)

Open a previously created document

Create a new document

File Action – Copy or send text, open in another app or export the file.

Speech settings. Change the rate, speed and other settings.

Text settings. Change the size, colours and spacing of text

Settings. Find text and check spelling.

Open a document already created or imported.
Add a new document or import from an external location.

Complete a variety of different actions with the text you have opened including opening in another app.

Adjust a large number of settings within the app including the voice, the rate and now and when it speaks.
Change the size of the text, the font type, the colours

Further settings are available in the settings menu including the ability to search within the document and spell check the document.
Words can be searched for definition both correctly spelt and phonetically and a thesaurus is also built in to the app.
The text can be broken down into its headings and subheadings for easy navigation.

Writer speaks the words to you as they are written and can read the whole document out.
Voice Dream Mail – free (with subscription option)

A number of different email services can be easily accessed and set up using the app.

The next screen allows you to enter your details.
Once active, this screen gives instructions on how to use the app. The email itself does not appear in text form, the user only listens to it being read out.

Visually a red line appears across the screen as the user moves between emails.
To reply to an email you must have a subscription.

Various settings are available including the voice used and the rate of speech.